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GAMES AND GAMING
Matthew Thomas Payne and Nina B. Huntem(tnn

Introduction: "The Play,s the Thing,'t
Video games are enigmatic by design. They are chal-

lenging objects of study because they have been
purposefully engineered to withhold; they are computational sphinxes, created to tease money, time,
and energy from those daring to engage their algorithmic riddles. Simply put, video games are "desire
machines."2 Take, lor example, the first popular incar-

nation of video games, your typical coin-operated

arcade game. Housed inside a wooden cabinet
adorned with spirited artwork crafted to attract the
wandering eye, this technical curiosity calls out to
passers-by. It invrtes them, for only a coin or two, to
interact with the characters, narratives, and puzzles
hidden within its lines ol code. It welcomes its payto-play adventures: "Player 1, press start." It holds out
hope to those bested by its wily programming: "lnsert
coin to continue." And it welcomes: "Player 2, enter
your initials," so their performance might stand the test
of time (or until it's unplugged). No longer confined
to the arcade, video games continue to manufacture
desire, luring us in with quick plays during the morning commute or long, Iate-night raids with friends. As
the experientialproduct of a computational text and a
user's playful disposition, gameplay is an elusive concept that is fragile, fleeting, but fun. Gameplay is wiy
people play non-electronic and digital games. And it
is gameplay, perhaps more than any other single
formal structure or design element, that is the primary
analytic focus of game studies.
We both teach university courses about video
games in departments locused on communication
and culture to students who intend to pursue careers
in film and television production or journalism. Our
students are lamiliar with thinking about media as
texts worth scrutinizing, and many are accustomed

to appllng critical and cultural theories to popular
entertainment. And yet, they will question the academic rigor of a games course. Students confess
to owning a variety of gaming devices and having
multiple titles installed on their mobile phones and
tablets. And yet, they are often quick to exclaim, "l
am not a gamer" and assume that only hardcore play-

ers deserve such an identity label. While some class
assignments require students to create games, we
both stress in our syllabi and on the first day that our
classes are not design courses. Still, students worry
that their inability to program games means that they

cannot be properly critical of them. This nexus of
skepticism, performance anxiety, and technophobia is
a challenging, but also, we thinh an inspiring, pedagogical springboard from which to introduce students
to the serious work of critical gameplay analysis.

Gathering up a methodological inventory and
tracing the theoretical lineages of video games and
gaming is a tricky business. Like many disciplines or
research areas oriented around a medium, game
studies is fraught with definitional ambiguiry, not rhe
least of which is the basic question, "What is a game?"

Furthermore, relative to established medium-specific
disciplines, namely television and film studies, game
studies is an emerging freld still working through its
growing pains. Game scholars continue to ask, what
exactly constitutes our object(s) of inquiry? Is there
a foundational set ol epistemological questions? And,
what theoretical lenses are best for understanding the
particularities of the medium?
We believe that these open questions and fuzzy
boundaries are not to be feared, but represent exciting
opportunities for conducting innovative research. The
study of games thus lar has benefited from its interdisciplinarity, as scholars from numerous traditions
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have found their way to games via media studies, psy-

choiogy, political science, anthropology, computer
science, education, etc. This intellectual influx has
enriched the study of games as much as it has complicated its nascent disciplinary identity. For games
are never just games; they are also rules, and they are
culture. Thus, like the other media forms examined
throughout this anthology, video games are bound up
in popular contestations for social power. This chapter outlines how scholars have endeavored to make
sense of games as an expressive cultural form, and
how game studies is well-positioned not just to shine
a light on the meaningfulness of gameplay but to
make contributions to critical media studies generally.

Historical Foundations: Theorizing PIay
Because games provide players with interactive
affordances and new media experiences that differ from that of radio, film, and teievision, the study
of games demands that scholars attend to these
medium-specif,rc differences. A useful point of departure from the various approaches discussed in this
collection is the notion of play. Whiie most media
may be consumed in playful ways-writing fan fiction
that expands a fictional universe (see Chapter 15),
crowdsourcing clues and solutlons to complex narratives (see Chapter 3), creating and donning cosplay
costumes of favorite anime characters, or remixing
popular music-play is an existential prerequisite for
the video game experience.
The historical foundations of game studies are
located in play theory and the study of pre-electronic
games. The work of Dutch cultural historian Johan
Huizinga (1872-1945) and French sociologist Roger
Cailiois (1913-1978) frgure prominently in the prehistory of game studies. Both theorists contributed
substantial ideas regarding the importance of play
in culture and society. Huizinga's most famous and
relevant work to game studies is Homo Ludens, firsl
published in 1938, in which he argues that play is a
formative element of culture, not merely a byproduct
of it.3 He points to the acts of play observable in animals as a primary, socializing force of many species,
and finds piay evident in various aspects of human
society, including law, war, art, and philosophy. An
idea from Homo Ludens that became a centralalthough contested-concept in game studies was
his description of the magic circle that separates
the game world from the rest of the social world.
Huizinga argued that a magic circle is formed when
participants freely engage with the system of rules

that constitute the game, accepting that what occurs
within the magic circle has no influence or bearing
on what exists outside of lt. The border dravrn by
Huizinga's magic circie between play and the rest of
social reality is a source of debate within play theory
and is problematic for critical game studies, given its
emphasis on investigating the symbolic connections
between fantastic game worlds and everyday life. As
will be discussed funher below, critical game studies
situates gaming within broader cultural environs that
determine the hnds of games that can be played, as
well as the meanings that players forge while in the
throes of gameplay.

In emphasizing the importance of play to the
formation of culture, Huizinga saw evidence of play
everywhere in the world. He wished for play to be
taken seriousiy, but as a result of this expansive
application of play, he offered less insight toward distinguishing different manifestations of it. This is where
Caillois' contribution to game studies is most helpfui. In his 1958 book Les Jeux et Les Hommes, Caillois

builds upon Huizinga's definition by proposing a
play typology organized by the primary goal of each
form: competition, imitation, chance, and sensation.a
Popular games in these categories inciude basketbail
(competition), charades (imitation), roulette (chance),
and merry-go-round (sensation). Caillois further suggests that these forms exist on a spectrum between

paidia

(unstructured, free-form play) and ludus
(structured, rules-based play). For example, playing
with wooden blocks is a form of free play. Where
and how the blocks are piaced is limited oniy by the
weight, size, and shape of each block and one's imagination. The purpose of piay may be to build the tallest
structure or make the most stabie shape, but more
often than not there is no specific, universal goal. In
contrast, chess is a highly structured form of play,
governed by rules for where, when, and how players
can move the pieces, ali of which are oriented by the
goal of capturing the opponent's king. While there
may be many achievable paths toward this goal, all
possibilities are delimited by the game's rules.

Caillois' typology and play spectrum are useful insofar as they provide basic characteristics from
which to differentiate between "playing" and "playing
a game." However, like many typologies of complex
social systems and behavior, Caillois' categories fail to
capture the complexity and wonderment of the play
experience. Moreover, video and computer games

can exemplifli multiple play forms at once, while
migrating back and forth on the paidia-ludus spectrum. imagine, for example, how a "sandbox"-style
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game like Grand Theft Auto (GTA)
complicates
Caillois' typology. The GTA games
aie designed to
provide players with opportunities
to roam around

with no particular objective other than, perhaps,
explo_
ration and experimentation. Or, the player
can engage

in the game's cenrral narrative by completing
i fin_
ear path through a series of missions. At
times, GZZ
adheres to more ludic play while at other
moments
it exhibits the characteristics of paidia. In either
case,

the player is always restricted by the game,s
program_

ming, itself a system of rules, and hardware,
which
imposes creative limitations of a different
sort.s
The diffrculty in defining the experience of play
and/or recognizing when behavior is or is not play_
fui underscores the complexities of studying human
behavior. Folklorist, education scholar, and play
theo_
rist Brian Sutton-Smith embraced this ambiguity
and
advocated against any universal definition of play.6

Instead, he proposed that play, while present
in most
human societies and animal species, required
scholars
to consider its cultural specificities. He acknowledged

the cognirive function of play in child development,
such as in the influential work of Jean piaget,
but
argued that the existence of certain types of play,
the

pervasiveness

of particular games, and their atten_
dant meanings can be traced to society,s dominant
values and belief systems.
While playing a game, existing power structures

may be imposed or undermined, and dominant ide_
oiogies enforced or challenged. This idea has
been a
productive concept for critical game studies
and supports the notion discussed below that games
can be
a persuasive platform. As demonstrated in this
chap_
ter's case study of Spec Ops, playng a video game
may not have immediate material consequences out_
side of its virtual world, but engagement with a game,s
symbolism and play mechanics can inspire players
to
imagine that another world is possible, just as games

can reveal the unquestioned assumptions and ideological foundations that guide and structure our lives.

Intellectual History: lt,s How you play
the Game
The emergence of a discipline, especially one that is
bom from a contemporary object, is often defined by
what it is not. In the case of game studies, the contrast
most often drawn is against the intellectual traditions

with media studies. Any book writren
about contemporary media would be incomplete
without an accounting of video games. However,
while many of the approaches featured in this
associated

collection are applicable to the study of games_and,
indeed, we point to those connections
beiow_the
form's qualities have ushered in a critical lexicon
that
attends to those particujarities. At the most
general
level of abstraction, we can define video games
as:
interactive, rule-based structures, facilitated
by com_
putational systems that are most typically
mediated
by screens. Below we highlight key modes
of analysis
and terminology that have most significantly
shaped

game studies to date.

Researchers typically approach video games
from one of two dominant perspectives, each
with

its own particular concerns: social scientists focus
on
behavioral and psychological issues, asking, ,,What
do video games do to people?,,while humanists
are
concemed with meaning_making, asking, ,.What
people do with video games?,, Motivated
by

do

.or.".n,

over the behavioral influence of arcade games
on
chiidren in the 1970s, the school shootings
and vio_

lence debates around games llke Doom in the
1990s,
and moral panics associated with the diffusion
of new

media generally, U.S. empiricism from the media
effects tradition has defined a significant body
of
social science games schoiarship. This contrasts
with
the formalist tradition described below. The humanist
turn in game studies begins in the late 1990s, spe_
cifically with the publication of two central books
in
1997: Espen Aarseth's Cybertext, which explores
rhe
structural functions of interactive text, and Janet
Murray's Hamlet on the Holodeck, which asks if and
how storytelling changes with the arrival of new
media technologies. These two books and the per_
spectives of their authors generated two competing

frameworks-"ludology" and,,narratology,,_that
shaped the early intellectual history of game studies.
ln Homlet on the Holodeck, Munay wondered

what new narrative forms computers would make
possible, referencing the historical example of
the
novel as a form of storytelling made possible only

after the arrival of the printing press.T To explore
this question, she examined examples of hypertext,
interactive chat, and video games, applying narrarive
theory to her anaiysis. She concludes that comput_
ers and other interactive, computational formats wili
expand the possibilities of narrative expression.
In Cybertext, Aarseth is concerned with the
tasks that readers must complete in order to engage
a noniinear text, like a hyperlinked work of fiction.s
The process of tuming the page and scanning one,s
eye across a printed text, Aarseth argues, requires a
trivial amount of work from the reader. His critique of
Murray and so-called narratologists comes from his
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emphasis on the work required for engaging nonlinear versus linear forms, which he argues cannot be
understood from a narrativist approach. instead, he
contends that new modes of analysis are needed. In
either case, both narratology and ludology privilege
the form of a text over its representational contents.
Electronic games and computational media are
fundamentally different from analog media because
they are procedural in nature: designed as a set of
executable instructions or rules advanced through
human interaction. in order to study games, then, it is
necessary for scholars to play games and expenence
the system under investigation. This can be a daunting undertaking since many games require twenfy or
more hours to play through. It is aiso possible to "finish" a game's narrative but not experience all of its
narrative possibilities, visit all of its realms, or interact
with all of its characters, objects, and side missions.

Further complicating matters, persistent and massively multiplayer online (MMO) games like EVE
Online do not have a definitive end, and the gameplay
experience differs considerably with the presence or
absence of other players. As a result, the researcher
must approach the game not as a static object, but as
a dynamic system that generates emergent and unexpected actions.
Analyzing video games as a system of actions is
a central concem of digital media scholar Alexander

Galloway. In his 2006 book Gaming. Essays on
Algoithmic Culture, Galloway outlines a classification
of actions in games that includes gameplay as well as
cheats, haclcs, and bugs.e Galloway's approach provides a more precise vocabulary for understanding
what happens in games, and he considers the potential real-world political consequences of in-game
actions. Not only do games simulate and model realworid processes with increasing fidelity, but games
also provide the spaces within which we experiment
with new social possibilities. This is most recognizable
in games about contemporary war, which Galloway
argues are less about giving the player a sense of
control over the ambiguities and uncertainties of war,
and more about a new form of ideological manipulation: the perception of agency within a new system
of command and control. However, for every control
system govemed by rules there is the potential for
hacks and chaos, and in ttte conclusion of Gaming,
Galloway explores the possibiliry of subversive strategies through what he calls "countergaming."
Simiiarly to Galloway, game designer, critic,
and scholar Ian Bogost also privileges the systems
of a game over its classic representational elements
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(image, text, sound) .In Persuasive Games, which builds

upon the concept of procedurality, Bogost argues
that a game's meaning comes from a player's interaction with the game's processes or computational
procedures. Furthermore, these procedures represent
a new form of rhetoric whose "arguments are made
not through the construction of words or images,
but through the authorship of rules of behavior."ro
Like other forms of persuasion, procedurai rhetoric can reinforce existing power structures, but they
can also confront and alter these structures (political
countergames). In the 2003 game September 12th; A
Toy World, for example, gameplay invites a player
to launch missiies at terrorists in a crowded village.
With each "successful" hit the player also destroys
homes and kilis civilians. Civilians who are killed in
the strikes re-appear as terrorists who have become
radicalized by the martial intervention. This process
repeats until militants overrun what is left of the viliage. This countergame uses recognizable game rules
and mechanics to make the simple point that violence
begets violence, and no "win state" in the War on
Terror is possible.
\Mhile the attention to the proceduraiity of
interactive media is a unique lens through which to
examine games, critical analysis must also attend
to the representational, contextual, and industrial
components that constitute and color gameplay experiences. Jesper Juul, a former "pure" ludologtst who
once argued that the representation of a game was
irrelevant to understanding gameplay, has amended
his position. Video games, Juul now contends, are a
half-real medium that fuses rule-based systems and
frctional worlds.ll Games are played in the real world,
but players accomplish wins or losses inside of imaginary places, performing the rules as make-believe
characters. So, while two games may be functionally
similar, using the same mechanics and programming
code, representational differences will fundamentally
affect the piayer's experience.
As literary and media studies have estabiished,
consumption of a text is not a passive process, but
requires active participation from the reader/viewer
who works to decode the meanings of a text encoded
by its producers. Games presuppose active participation. The player must press start to begin, and often
a game will not progress without actions taken by the
player. Decoding a game is, quite literally, to understand the programming code as it manifests in the
rules of the game. Interacting with a game, however, is
not necessarily bound by the rules of a game. Players
frequently exploit the rules and hack the code to their
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advantage. Mia Consalvo,s exploration
of cheating in
games reveals how players avail
themselves of cheat
codes, strategy guides, and walkthroughs

in order to
experience the game on their ornrn
terms.,2 players
engage with, create, and trade in paratextual
materi_
als.. building their expertise or social
gaming capital
and negotiating the meaning of their gamepiay
in rela_
tion to an industry and culture that enables,
reveres,

reguiates, and disdains cheating.

The role of cheating in gameplay iilustrates
the importance of broadening an analysis
of games

and aural elements borrowed from film and
television
(such as narrative "cut-scenes,,,
sequences)

non_interactive story

to make them more compelling .rp"ri_

ences. These games are then broadcast
to audiences

as a live teievised sporting event would be,
effec_
tively fusing cinematic, televisual, and computational
elements into a single media product. Furthermore,
remediation possesses a ..double logic,, whereby
it
simultaneously draws attention to its own practices
and hides its own artifice. Like most games,
Spec Ops
reveals the contradictory traits of hypermedia.y
unO
immediacy. For example, the gaml gives
players
information regarding their weapon, urJu.nrno
using
a heads-up display (hypermediacy), which
allows for
more precise control, even as it withholds
additional
narrative prompts that would otherwise guide
players,
choices (immediacy). Spec Ops, as it wilibe
discussed
presently, also generously borrows
eiements from
multimedia war entertainment, serving as
a useful
reminder that researchers ought to put game
studies
into a wider dialogue with media and communication
studies whenever possible.

beyond the game itself. Gaming and it,
*uny .on_
nected behaviors are part of participatory
culture that
has characterized the use and consumption
of digital
media.13 For exampie, some players document
their
gameplay and record humorous commentaries
in
"Let's Play" videos using widely
available screen cap_
ture software. These videos are entertaining
critiques
of games and game culture, but their populariry
is atso
evldence of the expansive reach of ludic
content.14
Another arena that demonstrates the pervasive,
culturai influence of gameplay as well as its growing
market value is the professionalization of
electronic
sports competitions. Online connectivity and
access
Case Study: Spec Ops: The Line
to ample bandwidth transformed a once niche
activ_
ity into an internationalphenomenon. Sociologist
T.L.
Spec Ops:The Line makes for a fascinating
case study
Taylor's ethnographic study of the rise of
e_sports
in criticalgameplay analysis because it is a
duplicitous
documents the transformation of gameplay
com_
title that teases the piayer throughout its campaign
petitions from regional video game arcade
contests
with the promise of mission success_a moment
that
and local-area network tournaments, to a multi_
never truly materializes.li indeed, with each ,.level
million dollar industry with organized teams, corporate
complete" comes additional narrative confusion
and
sponsors, live broadcast events, and an international
tactical missteps, which beget more complications
audience of fans.15 Through her analysis of e_Sports,
for the seemingly cursed mission. .gpec Ops effec_
Taylor addresses larger social and cuitural concerns,
tively inverts the standard sociaj contract between
including notions of labor and leisure, the influence
video game and player. Instead of enjoying a sense
of
of money on sports, the gendered construction of mastery
of the game's operational logic and growing
games and technojogy, the future of broadcast
enter_
an empathetic bond with the player,s hero_avatar by
tainment, and the chailenges faced by subcultures
"leveling up" their combat abilities,
as
this game makes
they move into the mainstream.
it clear that enjoying any sense of control in war, even
The transformation of video gameplay into a fictional one,
is a dangerous illusion. .gpec Ops is an
broadcasted competition, from single_screen viewing
engaging game to be sure, as is evidenced by the voluinto a spectator sport, represents a fufiher commer_
minous praise from joumalists and fans. However, it
cialization of gameplay. But in widening an interactive
does not necessarily make for a fun experience, put_
experience for one into aviewingexperience for
many,
ting it at considerable odds with the overwhelming
e-Sports also signals the continued remediation
of majority of video games on the market. One does not
video games as a cultural form. Coined by Jay David
win at Spec Ops so much as one endures it.
Bolter and fuchard Grusin to refer to the histori_
The game's design studio, yager Development,
cal processes by which newer media are constantly
updated Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkzess for the
building on and modiffing pre_existing media, reme_
twenty-first century's War on Terror. .gpec Ops puts
diation is the "mediation of mediation.,,16 Indeed,
it is the player in the role of U.S. Army Captain Martin
perhaps a teiling sign of our postmodern
times that Walker who is searching for the missing soldiers
of
games being played in e-Sports leagues contain
visuai
the 33rd Battalion (aka "the Damned 33rd,,) who
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lost contact with military command after the city game is exceedingly ordinary. However, because
of Dubai, U.A.E. was nearly erased by monstrous none of these tactical victories result in any iasting,
sandstorms. Taking equal inspiration from Francis
positive outcomes for the player's team, the game's
Ford Coppola's Apocalypse Now (itself greatly cultivation of displeasure makes it one of the culturai
indebted to Conrad's haunting novella about post_ industries' first mainstream anti-war
shooter games.
colonial power), Captain Walker and his two Delta
One
of
primary
the
attractions
of video games
-*'
Force teammates search for Colonel John Konrad,
is that the choices a player makes structure their
the commanding oflicer of the Damned 33rd who experience. But player actions always
unfold within
became disillusioned and abandoned his post along a delimited field
of play established by designers,
with his battalion. The piayer's mission goes from choices. For exampie, the player
can fight Walker,s
bad to worse as Walker's exploration of the city,s opponents using different
weapons and battlefield

ruins produces evidence that contradicts the right_
eousness of their "search and rescue" mission as
well as Walker's mental stability. Walker,s refusal
to change course even after committing war crimes
makes the player culpable in the horrors that befall
his team and Dubai's hapless citizens.
Spec Ops' fairly conventional gameplay mechan_
ics and its leve] design are fused to narrative and
diegetic elements foreign to the popular military
shooter genre. The narrative's dorarnward spiral
critiques the ideological pieasures of military entertainment writ large while simultaneously admonishing
players seeking to lose themselves in the mythologicai canards of mediated warfare. Spec Ops,like the
liminal state of play generally, is and is not what it
purports to be. That is, the game's form and its con_
tent exist in a stare of diaiectical tension. Formally
speaking, the game is a third-person military shooter
where the player scrambles for advantageous firing
positions to outflank, outmaneuver, and outgun the
enemy threats level after level. In this regard, the

tactics. However, they cannot freely explore Dubai

in whatever manner they choose (e.g., they cannot
backtrack, skip levels, select their own dialogue). It
is therefore imperative that game studies incorporate
into its analyses extra-textual sources that provide a

fuller picture of how a game was realized, and how a
studio's creative personnel (level designers, produc_
ers, writers, artists, programmers, etc.) are themselves
constrained by institutional structures and commer_
cial imperatives. Fortunately for game studies, there
is no shortage of gaming blogs, developer videos,
postmortems, social media, and other materiais that
can enrich analyses. The .Spec Ops study benefits from
access to critic and designer commentary, just as it

benefits from an awareness of how the game compares to others within the popular shooter genre. This
Spec Ops study treats critic and designer commentaries as important paratextual materials that shape
players' experiences of the game, and it contextualizes
the game within broader industry design practices by

situating it within the popular shooter genre.
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Figure 25.1 The player discovers American soldiers who have been tortured and
killed
2012)

(Spec ops; The

Line,2K Games,
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Methodologically' it is essentiai to
know how

a
of
cuituralproductiontodeterminewhetheritsaesthetic

Peuter, the case study discussed
above draws

game is situated generically
within a larger field

on two
..,u,,ru,, distinct riteratures: media and
war schor-

..rti9, and video game studies. Fusing
choices and textual contours
these areas
are typical, atypical,
.nuo,", th" ."reu.ir". io
lie somewhere in between. specoirl
that
shooters
are
r,,,raor.^eustem Jrir..nuri.
".tuutish
p.oau.t, oi ,rr"
locale and its basic "cover
m,itary_entertainment
and fire" comuut system
."r',pr.*, before arguing why specops,
are clearly derivative of other
deviation
post-9/1 t shooteis.
rr.,n
ilri, formulaic scripi is significant. what
players who trek beyond the
forows
game,s initiar, tutoriar_ rs
a bnef overview of the k
stvle leveis will see that this is
that
not another jingoistic irro."n.o
the writing
rh;";T#;rt;$concents
bro-romp through s31e
military hotspot.
presidenr Eise;ho;;r,s
"f
..military-indusrriar
landv'
ops' true experiential mission
comis revealed gruorrriy prex,"
or the nexus of power and influence
through its punishing narrative
between
and its hyper-awar; ;;fb-;r.
contracrors, the military, and
mode of

or

But

qpec

address (more on these points
shortly).

Player-scholars can appreciate
the radicaln.r,
the Yager Development team
only if they know
design rules that comprise the
brlader textual

congressionar
iu*.rruo following worid war Ii, became
or irr;;, for criticism ihen its power was most a prime

the oring the height of the vietnam war. By

con-

stellation of the military shooter'
Thus, it. behooves
researchers to familiarize themselves
with the title
being scrutinized and its marketplace
contemporaries
to get a sense of the textual expectations
affecting a

the

ity

evident

"mitita"y-lnte"tiinment complex,,is contrast,
primar-

, port-cord war phenomenon

that describes the
of govemmunr J.r"nr", and entertainment
interests that coliaborate on the production
and distribufion of a range of .om..r"ial
and noncommercial

,Lt*o.t

given genre.
Because textuai
senres cohere bothrrom within
andfrom without' a game's implied
sociaicontract
r,si-,i.
evident in its design and is previewed
paratextually

its promotional materials'1s Gameplay

is
in

trailers,..ugu

zine advertisements, developer
iniervi"ws, and

other

producer-sponsored materiais
showcase marketers'
varied strategies for selling the public
on a game's
attractions' while framing how said
game.should
interpreted Holistically contextualizirig
and h.istoricizing gamepiay demands that player-sctolars

be

;:iiltrT,i"1:iiT"Xli::ffi"'JJ[:,:':if;*m*:

{o* ops critiques the m1itary-entertainmenr
cJmplex,s cultural
ty t.anrfo.ming its banai
*r. pr", into critical"rrpr,
pray As the case study explains,
,,banal
war,, describes " combat imagery
and war
..ponug. that has become disaffecting
through repetition.re Banai *r. r.air-normarize
martial conflicts

uv ,rr.ing these presumptive inevitab,ities

;#;;,

enrer-

and video war games have been
especially
immerse succelsful.at engineering pleasurabre,
themselves (repeatedly) in a game,
if
normative,
examine its con_ ."un, for interacting
wit[ American Empire.2o
temporaries' and track how supporting
paratexts But instead of embracing the mainstream
serve as preemptive frames of
design
meaning for game- truism that
a game's ffi aro its system of play
play' Accordingly' the primary tt'."r"i
materials snoulo exist in a harmonious relationship,
for the spec ops study discus"d
we argue
httu include a close tr,at .spe. ops
takes
the
opposite
tack
examination of its single-piayergame
to engender a
mode, a survey ,o,.-ir critical play.
According to game scholar
of published interviews conducted with
the vage, unJ- gur.^ designer Mary
Flanagan, critical play
Deveiopment team' and the author's
personal experi- .n"unf crafting "piay
environments
or activities that
ence with first- and third-person
shooier video-games. ..fr.r.1r,
one or more questions about aspects
Putting these varied materiais into
of
a critical dialogue h,r.un iir" . . .
characterized by a carefui examination
enables one to connect digital games
to broader cul- of sociar, curtural, political,
or even personal themes
tural concerns and social forces'
in the case of .spec that function as alternatives
to
popuiar play spaces.,,2r
ops' the critique born of the disjunction
betwee
i;;;
oos engages in a veritable ..bait
and switch,, over
its generic form and its dystopic content
" ,h.
is aimed
of
its
single-prayer
campaign,
squarely at the miiitary-entertainment
trading the
"or.r"
complex. shooter's
standard hegemonic preasures of power
and control for an affecting dissonance
that nigfrtigfrts
spec ops vs. the Military-Entertainment the. disquieting contradictions
thar necessu.l|
complex
with playing shooters. That is, whiie gamers "Jme
combar
Following the lead orcriticalcommunication
schotar'
like Roger stahr, Nick Dyer-witheford,
and Greig
ir means to pleasurabiy piay war.
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But while the medium holds out the promise
for advancing rhetorical claims and ftstering
consciousness-raising experiences, there are
no
guarantees that games will engender such
moments.
in fact, there are economic, industrial, and cultural
pressures that actively foreclose critical elements
from

appearing in mainstream commercial titles.
Game
designers and producers must therefore make
a spe_
cial effort to integrate such elements and mechanics
into their titles if they wish to facilitate these revela_
tory momenm. Like Murray and Bogost, Fianagan
too
sees mediated and non_mediated games
as expres_
sive social technoiogies that can either reinforce
or
chailenge reigning cultural mythologies.
The very existence of Spec Ops proves that,
despite the economic and political iduuntrg.,
por_
sessed by those interested in projecting
ttre mythoiogy
of an indefatigable and omnipresent U.S. military
pres_
ence, the medium remains a difficult one
to control
because it is predicated on experimentation,
discov-

ery, and p1ay. Given the technical contingencies
of the
gaming apparatus, the vicissitudes of its play
contexts,
and the liminal state of the gameplay experience,
we
argue that it is crucial that scholars attend

carefuily to
howgaming experiences emerge from specific player_
text interactions and how antecedent sociai prr.ii..,
like design and marketing shape these encounters.
Remaining attentive to the ways social practices
are
imbricated in the video game,s algorithmic
form ond
in the circuits of culture that swirl around it reminds

MatthAD-Thomas payne and Nina B. Huntemann
Ops engenders is not a consequence of poor
design,
but is rather a pointed rejoinder to the design ,,.u*_
gies that shooters utilize to mask over the
experiential
gap between playing a game and tahng
lives.
- Spec Ops' ludonarrative dissonance is achieved
principally through (1) its visual handling
of the
Dubai game space and the Walker avatar; (2)
its
intertextual references to popular war media;
and
(3) its real and imagined opportunities
for player
interacrion. In toto, the creation of discord
ana iis_
identification rather than immersion and
escapism
generate a sense of distance that questions
the illu_
sion of realism that all military shooters
trade in, but
one that few acknowledge.

Representation

Dubai and Walker function as allegorical proxies
for
the U.S.-led War on Terror and the player,s
symbolic
participation in, and tacit support of,
militainment.
The once-opulent city of Dubai, presented
in Spec Ops
as a veritable graveyard of Western
excess, stands in

as another disastrous consequence of
the wars in Iraq

and Afghanistan.

The Americans did not cause the
sandstorms afflicring the city; however, their
military_
helmed humanitarian aid only increased
the suffering

civilians trapped there. Moreover, Captain
:.1 P"
Walker eventually comes to resemble the city
itself
with each frrefight and questionable decision leav_
ing the player's avatar more visually ravaged.
By the
gamer-scholars that ephemeral ,,magic
circles,, of play
game's end, the non-descript, white everyman
hero
often serve material interests.
has been transformed into a monstrosity_from
com_
manding his teammates with cool confidence,
to
Dispelling with Realism: A Gameplay
hoarse expletives at enemies. The player,s
lurl1nS
Analysis of Spec Ops
third-person view of Walker offers a dramatic
vantage
point for witnessing this game-long metamorphosis,
This case study argues the following: Although
com_
and for reflecting on how it differs from most
shooters
mercial miiitary-themed video games produced
when it comes to representing the ,,Other.',
after the September 11,2001terrorist attacks
largely
The practice of "Othering,, in games is predi_
celebrate America's War on Terror as a grave
but cated on establishing stark divides
between the
politicaily necessary undertaking, Spec Ops; The
Line forces of good (i.e.; the player) and
evil (i.e., the
runs counter to this trend by deploying ,,ludonarrative
Al-controlled opposition)-a divide that Spec Ops
dissonance" as a means of critiquing the attractions
purposefuliy conflates and collapses. In military
of miiitary shooters. Coined by game designer Clint
shooters, the enemy is most often depicted
as fun_
Hocking, Iudonarrative dissonance describes
the
damentally different than the ptayei,s character.
potential disagreement between a game,s
narrative They are a different color, speak
a different lan_
and its operations as a gaming system.22
In the case of guage, subscribe to a different
ideology, or worship
Spec Ops, the game's shooter format
and its dystopian,
a different god. But in Spec Ops the player
must face
anti-war content are at ineconcilabie odds. The genre
down waves of English-speaking U.S. soldiers who
asks players to lose themselves in a military
fantasy
perceive Walker and his two compatriots
as the real
while the narrative and mode of address repeatedly
threat to the citizens of Dubai. Fighting American
break that spell. The disquieting dissonance
that Spic
soldiers and inadvertenrly killing ,nu.rieO
Middle
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Fasterners caught in the crossfire begs
the question,
just who is the real enemy here? Waiker
is initially
an empty vessel for the player,s projection
of power.
However, this miiitary fantasy becomes a
nightmare
as Walker emerges as the very monster
that he was
charged with bringing to justice. It is Waiker_rhe
player's own character and proxy_who is
effectively

"Othered" by the game's end.
Visual documentation is a key asset for making
sense of the level design and avatar (de)constructlon
in Spec Ops. Gamer-scholars should, as a practical
research recommendation, consider complementing

their detailed notes about characters, level design,
and diaiogue with screen grabs. Because Walker,s
mission spans erght to nine hours for a single play_
through, screen grabs become incredibly useful for
collecting one's thoughts about how the narrative
is visually reinforced through its spatial and charac_
ter constructs. In fact, over the course of the game,s
levels, the captured screen images become a visual
travelogue chronicling Dubai's crumbling state and
Waiker's horrific transformation.
Intertextuolity
Spec Ops contains numerous allusions to popular war
entertainment, and the essay argues that the game,s
intertextualiry serves at least two purposes. First, the
Yager Development team uses intertextuality to prove
that it is familiar with the cuitural milieu of combat fare.
For example, the game's soundtrack abounds with
music tracks associated with Vietnam War media:

L

Deep Purple's "Hush," Martha and the Vandeilas,
"Nowhere to Run," and Jimi Hendrix,s ,,Star
Spangled
Banner." Similarly, the game's collectible awards_
calied "achievements" on the Xbox and ,,trophies,,
on the PlayStation-which are eamed for specific in_
game accomplishments, are named after combat
films
(e.9., Deer Hunter, Apocalypse //ow), recruiting siogans
Army of One, Be All you Can Be), and war nov_
els (e.g., A Bidge Too Far, A Farewellto Arms).
(e.g.,

However, the second, more remarkable use of
intertextuality allows the game to altematively erect
and then puncture the diegetic fourth wall by deploy_
ing elements that situat e Spec Ops firmly within the
realm of miiitainment, only to reveai these choices
as choices-in effect, transforming intertextuality
into self-referentiality. The interstitial loading screens
between ieveis, for instance, tease the player with rhe_
torical questions and sardonic quotes: ,,Can you even
remember why you came here?,, ,,To kill for enter_
tainment is harmless," and "The U.S. military does
not condone the killing of unarmed combatants. But
this isn't real, so why should you care?,, By alternat_
ing between moments of immersion and alienation
(or Brechtian distanciation),23 Spec Ops functions as
a kind of meta-commentary on the rote design prac_
tices that shooter games typically pursue in cultivating
their delimited sense of military realism.2a
One of the persistent methodological challenges
of trachng media intertextuality is the critic,s abiliry to
recognize a text's "winks and nods." Keeping detailed
field notes and screen captures certainly helps in
this regard, but these are imperfect methods for

a

_Q
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Figure 25'2 The game forces the player to kill fellow American soldiers with incendiary
rounds of white phosphorous
that burn them alive (Spec Ops. The Line,2K Games, 2012)
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identifying references. Ultimately, spotting or deci_
phering allusions depends on being literate with a
medium, a genre, and/or a textual universe. Further
complicating matters, gaming literacy demands (at
least) one additional skill. nameiy, the performative
ability to uncover all those elements that are squir_
reled away in an interactive world (e.g., ,,Easter
eggs" and unlockable achievements). Indeed, even
if gamer-scholars have mastered a game, it does
not necessarily mean that they wili have expiored
or discovered all that it has to offer. Gameplay com_
pletion, in other words, connot be the standard by
which gameplay methodology ought to be judgej.
Rather, gamer-scholars should instead aim to be as
comprehensive as possible by filling in their perform_
ative shortcomings with the extra-textual resources
mentioned above (e.g., blogs, FAes, interviews,
walkthrough videos).
Agency

Finally, Spec Ops achieves its meta-commentary on
the illusionary nature of player agency in games by
presenting a universe that seemingly needs mili_
tary intervention (e.9., Dubai's citizens need saving,
Konrad should be brought to justice) but where the
suffering only increases as the player pushes on. That
is, the game reinforces its ludonarrative dissonance
by only rewarding players' choices with disastrous
consequences. There are, to be clear, no ,,good,,
decisions that result in a successful mission; conduct_
ing multiple play-throughs bears rhis out. In lieu of
rewarding players for experimentation and ingenuity
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as most games do, Spec Ops punishes them for con_
tinuing their military misadventure despite growing
evidence that they should put the controller down.
The tacit promise of meaningful ludic action is but
a
specter, forever out of reach; the game is a fantastic
exercise in futility. As the essay observes, the ,.free_
dom" at the heart of Spec Ops is summarized nicely
by one of its loading screen,s titie cards (which is
bor_
rowed, uncredited, from Jean-paul Sartre).,,Freedom
is what you do with what's been done to you.,,
Some of the most interesting insights about
the
game's engineering of alienation are found in
long_
form inteMews with and postmortems by the yagJr
Development team. Across a wealth of online
*.Jiu,
Spec Opi witers and producers discuss the process
of refining the game with aggravated play_testers,
explaining how they set out to create something
different for an over-populated shooter market thai
tends to reproduce the same tired form of military
realism. The analytic benef,rt of including extra_tex_
tual sources in a gameplay analysis is that they can
reveal the conditions and expectations under which
game development happens. For instance, Spec
Ops' multiplayer mode is forgettable and uninspired.
But the reason why this under-produced gameplay
mode was inciuded at all is because the publisher, 2k
Games, refused to distribute a shooter that did not
have a multiplayer setting, believing that its omis_
sion would unduly limit sales. This is obviously not
something that a researcher could surmise based on
gamepiay alone. And just as gameplay represents
a rule-bounded playground, production histories
and developer reports remind researchers that the

*rli
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Figure 25'3 The player discovers that the civilians their team was trying to save
have become ,.collateral damage,,, havrng
been burned alive by the player's incendiary weapons (spec ops; The Line,2K
Games, 2012)
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creation of these fictional freedoms
are likewrse con_
strained by extant industrial structures
and production
cultures. The unrelenting deconstruction
of shooters,
pleasures across Spec Ops'narrative
campaign forces

a reconsideration both of the cultural
values guiding
the creation of realism in mainstream
militainment

and of one's relationship

to worldly violence. And
herein, concludes the essay, iies the game,s
larger
consciousness-raising potential.
Method ol o gi c a I B lind.Spofs

Even gameplay analyses that strive for
compre_
by uniting close readings of textual
elements with industry discours" und production
hensiveness

trends, such as developer interviews and genre
con_

ventions, invariabiy have their methodological
blind
spots. Gameplay's fleeting experiential nature
and
the basic functional contingencies of the
object of
study make the phenomenon of mediated play
fan_
tastically difficult to secure. How much playtime,
for
exampie, must gamer_scholars log before
they can
write authoritatively about a game? \Mhat happens
if
the researcher 1acks the skill to advance even
after
repeated attempts? How should one handle
games
with branching storylines and multipie playable
char_
acters? How many times or how much
time must one
play before gaining the confidence to
stake definitive
knowledge claims about such a mercurial
artifact?
How does downloadable content that extends
the
playability of games complicate attempts
to bracket
off gameplay for analysis? What aboui procedurally
generated worlds that change each
time the game is
launched, games that rely on user_created
content, or
games that are only multiplayer affairs?
How do these

variables change the research tack?

The .Spec Ops case study is not without its
methodological shortcomings. For example,
the
textual analysis does not examine the multiplayer

mode. In fact, it was set aside out of analytical
con_
venience because its conventional design
muddies

the argument that Spec Ops is an anti_war
shooter.
This begs the question, can one rightly call
Spec Ops
a radical game if it contains a gameplay
mode that
is anything but?
The essay aiso leans heavily on developer interviews to present a more complete picture of
the
thinking that went into its creation. However,
the
creatives at Yager Development and its publisher
2K
Games are professionajs who have a ciear
stake in
authoring and authorizing their own versions
of its
production history. Given the precarious nature
of

work in the cultural industries, researchers
should
remember that worhng professionais
might have
uiterior motives when presenting their takes
on a

game's development.

The essay's focus on the intertextuality and
conventions of shooters necessarily limits its
argumentative scope. Largely ignored in the case
study
are those popurar curture texts that utilize satire
and
irony to critique mediated warfare. There
is no discussion of the films Dr. Strangelove or Three Kings,
or the

web-based machinima series, Red
versus Blue.2s And
besides fleeting mention in the conclusion,
Hollywood

films and TV series that second_guess
U.S. interventionism with darker, ..galiows humor,, are
likewise set
aside (e.g., Full Metal Jacket, platoon,
Generation Kill).
Focusing on shooters at the exclusion
of other war
media may give the false impression
that there is rittle
to learn from other forms of militainment.

Conclusion: Leveling Up? Game Studies
after Gameplay
The '9pec ops case study was serected
for discussion
here, in part, because it demonstrates how
multiple
methods brought to bear on several sources
of pri_
mary material (gameplay design, production
histories,
and genre expectations) can create
a critical dialogue

in order to deeply engage a single game
text as well
as to make larger, culturai claims. Military
shooters

not only share representational tropes and
design
practices, but they also demonstrate
how political,

cultural, and economic forces give shape
to, and are
represented in and by, those same algorithmic
arti_
facts. The textual disjunction of Spec
Opi, generic form
and its dystopic content enables its critique
to extend
beyond the world of gaming ro the widlr posrg/11

military-entertainment complex. Critical gameplay
analysis, in other words, demands that
critics account
for the form and for the content of games to
establish
how social power is articulated as in opportunity
for

play.

Given rhe medium_specific challenges posed
by
games and the limitations of this case
study, what are

the research opportunities moving forward?
Does

gameplay anaiysis represent the limit
of game stud_

ies? Or, posed differently, what else
might game

studies teach us about how social power
is medi_
ated by and through these playthings? Since
game
studies is a relatively new field, fruitful
scholarship
is needed in cognate humanistic fields

to arrive

at

more informed gameplay analyses. For example,
a thorough examination of the industriaj processes
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involved in producing, publishing, and distributing a
video game would be invaluable towards understanding the production contexts within which games are
made. Important strides are also being made in game
history, as scholars engage in media archeology and
determine how historiography will inform their reclamation projects of lost games and gaming cultures of
yesteryear.26

Game studies is a relatively new scholarly
endeavor, but its research goals are not. There is the
temptation within media studies to periodize it as
an academic novelty belonging to the new century,
following the course set by television studies in the
Iate twentieth century and fiIm studies before it. But
while video games represent new objects of study, the
human activity of gameplay does not. We have been
playing games as a species for as long as we have
been using language; in fact, most of us played games
iike "peek-a-boo" well before uttering our first words.
Critical game studies makes the case for the cultural
significance of actions too frequently dismissed as
mere "play" but which speak volumes about the game
worlds we choose to inhabit and the corporal world we
must endure. Through the purposefui consideration of
games and gameplay, critical game studies advances
the ongoing human quest to understand who we are,
what we fear and desire, and why we play.
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